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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN COSMOLOGYAND NUCLEOCHRONOMETRY�E. SheldonDepartment of Physis, University of Massahusetts�LowellLowell, MA 01854, USAye-mail: sheldon50�netsapeonline.o.uk(Reeived Otober 29, 2001)Cosmology is urrently entering a new phase of omprehensiveness,preision and on�dene. Reent developments in theoretial and obser-vational osmology (inluding aelerating expansion, osmi mirowavebakground anisotropy and nonzero-mass neutrino osillations) and nuleo-honometry are herein reviewed, presenting the latest values of quasar red-shift, osmologial parameters in the standard model (with onentrationupon the Hubble onstant and the age of the Universe) and dating infor-mation from nulear astrophysis. The methods and �ndings of nuleo-hronology, in the main based upon stellar r-proess neutron apture ratedata relevant to, e.g., 137Re/137Os hronometry, Th/Eu abundane ratiosand Th or U hronometry tehniques are disussed in detail. Reent �nd-ings onerning the aelerated expansion of the Universe are presented,with onsideration given to osmologial impliations of, e.g., dark energy,exoti dark matter, osmi strings and supergravity. In onlusion, someremaining urrent problems and unertainties are brie�y noted.PACS numbers: 26.30.+k, 95.30.�k, 98.80.�k, 98.62.Sb1. IntrodutionAny approah to so grandiose a subjet as the Universe, in all its evo-lutionary splendour and omplexity, alls for a rih measure of di�deneand aution. Indeed, a reent warning has been sounded [1℄ against the ten-deny to draw very speulative inferenes from the wealth of observationaldata now at our disposal, even though for most of its � 1017-seonds lifetime� Presented at the XXVII Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, Poland,September 2�9, 2001.y Retired (Professor Emeritus). Home address for orrespondene: 56 Cunli�e Close,Oxford OX2 7BL, UK. (243)



244 E. Sheldonsine its birth at the Plank era (10�43 se) up until the deoupling stage(at 1013 se) it was opaque for 56 out of 60 logarithmi inrements of time,defying diret observational srutiny.Aknowledging our (fortunate!) inability to initiate ontrolled experi-ments and interfere diretly with the Universe but merely to observe andhypothesize and, moreover, reognizing our inability to penetrate beyond theobservational horizons, limited in brightness, frequeny, disrimination �and sheer serendipity � it behoves us to exerise irumspetion in drawinginferenes and laiming insights without adequate justi�ation. The speedwith whih new data are being aquired, new osmologial models beingre�ned and new insights gleaned renders publiations outdated even beforethey are ommuniated in print (or via e-mail, espeially useful being the�astro-ph� preprint arhives available on the Web at xxx.lanl.gov/abs/astro-ph/ and arXiv.org/abs/astro-ph/). To single out some of the lat-est reviews of this burgeoning subjet from among an extensive seletion,those by Rubakov [2℄, Turner and Tyson [3℄, Freedman [4℄ and Silk [5℄ meritperusal. Of reent textbooks that have been able to at least brie�y touhupon some of the latest �ndings, those by Bergström and Goobar [6℄, Pea-ok [7℄, Harrison [8℄ and Livio [9℄, as well as various Workshop, Shool andConferene proeedings, e.g., [10�17℄, deserve mention.Without gainsaying the enormous advanes (inluding the evidene foraelerating osmi expansion [9, 18�21℄, anisotropy of the osmi mirowavebakground (CMB), as revealed by COBE (the COsmi Bakground Ex-plorer [22�24℄) and pending further more detailed exploration by MAP (theMirowave Bakground Probe, launhed on June 30, 2001 to orbit the L2point in order to provide �ne-resolution detail of the CMB) and the impli-ations of nonzero-mass neutrino osillations [25, 26℄; see also Refs. at thisShool) that have been made sine last I enjoyed the privilege of reviewingthe topi of osmohronology and nuleohronometry [27℄ at this Shool adeade ago (at whih time the Hubble Spae Telesope, HST, had been inorbit for 1 1/2 years but was not then operational until the Serviing Missionin Deember 1993 remedied the spherial aberration in the primary WPCmirror), there is still muh that is unertain, more that is disputed, and yetmore that remains to be established beyond reasonable doubt. And nowthere is even more ground to over and a torrent of new results to onsider!2. Redshifts and the UniverseWe see the Universe through rose-tinted glasses: muh of what we inferabout osmologial harateristis ensues from the interpretation of spe-trosopi redshifts. It is instrutive to ontrast the latest progress withthat, ten years ago, of my previous review [27℄; see also [28℄. The reord



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 245redshift, de�ned as z = ��=�, then stood at z = 4:73 for the quasar PC1158+4635 (with a rumour [29℄ of an even higher value, z = 4:9); ur-rently it stands [30�32℄ at z = 6:28 for the objet designated, in termsof its oordinates, by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey ollaboration, SDSS,as SDSSp J103027.10+052455.0. The generally-aepted range of values ofthe Hubble onstant H0 has e�etively been narrowed from H0 � (50 to100) km s�1 Mp�1 to between a low value [33, 34℄ of H0 = 58:5 � 6:3km s�1 Mp�1 (whih Tammann [35℄ rounds o� to H0 = 60 � 6 km s�1Mp�1 as the end-result of the Saha�Sandage�Tammann, SST, team) to ahigh value [36℄ of H0 = 72 � 8 km s�1 Mp�1 (as the �nal result of theHST Key Projet). This, for an idealized zero-density dustless Universein whih the redshift is given by the Speial-Relativity Doppler formulaz = [(1 + �)=(1 � �)℄1=2 � 1 = (1 + �) � 1, where  = (1 � �2)�1=2and � = v=, would imply a reessional veloity v = 0:96  and a remote-ness, aording to Hubble's law d = H0=v with Hubble's onstant taken asH0 = 58:5 km s�1 Mp�1, of d = 4:93 Gp = 16 Glyr (or d = 4:0 Gp = 13Glyr if H0 = 72 km s�1 Mp�1). The �gure of 16 Glyr for the span of thepresently observable Universe (in spae and time) represents a good urrentestimate, in onformity with other �ndings, to be disussed in the followingsetions. It is onsonant with the distane d � 12 Glyr assigned [37℄ to themost distant X-ray galaxy luster yet found (z = 1:768), the radio-emittingluster 3C294 observed in a joint venture between the spae-based ChandraX-ray Observatory satellite and the Very Large Telesope in Chile. (Ini-dentally, among reent developments is the identi�ation for the �rst time,in Marh, 2001, of a so-alled type-II quasar, CXOCDFS J033229.9-275106,as a distant X-ray soure within the Chandra Deep-Field South region inFornax). As Haiman and Loeb [38℄ indiate, the highest plausible redshift ofluminous quasars is likely to be in the region of z = 10 (under the reasonableassumption that blak holes more massive than a few billion solar masseswere already assembled within the �rst Gyr of the Universe's existene afterthe Big Bang); this would yield a maximal span dmax = 5:04 Gp = 16.4Glyr, and so a maximal age tmax � 17 Gyr.3. Cosmologial parametersThe �standard model� of osmology, based upon the Friedmann equationin GRT, entails a set of basi parameters to desribe the present state ofthe Universe. These have been listed in the upper part of Table I, withrepresentative numerial values for nine suh parameters that onstituteTrimble's [39℄ �personal seletion� (very lose to those agreed upon at theAugust 1997 meeting of the International Astronomial Union).



246 E. Sheldon TABLE IValues of the prinipal osmologial parameters.Parameter Symbol Value Ref.Standard Model Parameters:Gravitational onstant (O�ial Bureau G (6:673 � 0:010)International des Poids et Mesures) �10�11 kg�1 m3 s�2Sale parameter RSpatial urvature parameter k (k = +1: Positive urvature)(k = 0: Flat spae)(k = �1: Negative urvature)0 [39℄Hubble onstant H = (1=R)(dR=dt)Present-day Hubble onstant H0 100 h km s�1 Mp�165 � 15 km s�1 Mp�1 [39℄Hubble onstant h = H0=100 0:65 � 0:15 [39℄Deeleration parameter q = �(1=RH2)(d2R=dt2) 0:0+0:2�0:5 [39℄Critial density �rit = 3H20=8�G 1:88 � 10�26h2 kg m�3Density parameter 
 = �=�rit (
 < 0: Open Universe)= (8=3)(��G=H2) (
 = 0: Flat Universe)(
 > 0: Closed Universe)Baryon density 
b 0:04 � 0:01 for h = 0:65 [39℄Matter density 
m 0:3 � 0:1 [39℄Vauum energy density 
� 0:65 � 0:1 [39℄Cosmologial onstant � � 10�35 s�2 (for h = 0:65) [20℄Age of the Universe t0 14 � 3 Gyr [39℄Primordial lump spetrum n 1:0� 0:2 (i.e., simplest) [39℄CMB temperature variation �T=T (2� 0:5) � 10�5 [39℄Current Cosmologial Parameters:Gravitational onstant G 6:674215 � 10�11 kg�1 m3 s�2 [40℄6:67559 � 10�11 kg�1 m3 s�2 [41℄Hubble onstant (SST) H0 60 � 6 km s�1 Mp�1 [35℄� (S-Z for MS 0451.6 63 r�129 s� 21 [42℄& Cl 0016+16 with z = 0:55)� (Key Projet Collab.) 72 � 8 km s�1 Mp�1 [36℄� (Cepheids: SN Ia 1991T in NGC 4527) 73 r�2 s�7 [43℄Hubble onstant (my hoie) h = 100=H0 0.6Total overall density 
tot = �=�rit 1:0 � 0:2 [44℄� 1:08 � 0:06 [45℄� 1:11 r�0:07 s�0:13 [46℄� 1:0 � 0:300:15 [122℄Baryon density 
b 0:045 � 0:005 [44℄� (0:030 � 0:005)h�2 [45℄� (0:032 r�0:005 s�0:008)h�2 [46℄� (nuleosynthesis) (0:019 � 0:002)h�2 [45℄� (0:020 � 0:002)h�2 [47℄� (0:03 � 0:01)h�2 [122℄Matter density 
m 0:2 � 0:10:3 [48℄� (High-z) 0:4�0:50:4 [49℄� (CMB) 0:28 r�0:09 s�0:05 [20℄� (nuleosynthesis + X-ray) (0:25 � 0:02)h�1=2 [44℄� (nuleosynthesis + S-Z) (0:24 � 0:03)h�1 [44℄� 0:35 � 0:15 [50℄� 0:16 � 0:03 [51℄� 0:19 � 0:03 [52℄Radiation density 
;� (4:17 � 10�5)h�2 [3℄Neutrino density 
� � 0:007 [54℄Cold Dark Matter density 
CDM (0:17 � 0:02)h�2 [45℄� (0:2�0:20:1)h�2 [122℄Vauum energy density 
� 0:7 � 0:1 [20℄� 0:8 � 0:2 [44℄� 0:66 � 0:06 [45℄Most distant X-ray quasar d 12 Glyr [37℄Age of the oldest globular lusters tGC 12.5 Gyr [55℄Age of the oldest stars t� 13� 3 Gyr [5℄Hubble time tH = 1=H0 14:9 �1:41:1 (0:63=h) Gyr [20℄� (SST): 15.7 Gyr [34℄� (Key Projet): 13.6 Gyr [36℄Age of the Universe (my hoie) t0 � 16� 3 Gyrr� denotes random error; s� denotes systemati error.



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 247Meanwhile, re�nements in the observational tehniques and data redu-tion have provided improved values, whih are listed in the lower part ofTable I as the latest �aepted� results. These, and their derivation, will bedisussed in the subsetions whih follow.3.1. The distane sale, the Hubble onstant and the age of the UniverseThe Hubble onstant represents the jewel in the rown of osmology.Through its reiproal, the �Hubble time�, it sets the e�etive age and size ofthe observable Universe, when taken together with the density parameter 
and the osmologial onstant �. The square of the Hubble onstant relatesthe total energy density of the Universe to its geometry [40, 41℄ and, whenombined with the gravitational onstant G, de�nes the ritial density,�rit. Moreover, a determination of many physial properties of galaxies andquasars (suh as mass and luminosity, as well as energy density) entails aknowledge of H, as does also a measure of the proportion of primordial lightelements (1H, 2D, 3;4He, 7Li) synthesized in the earliest stages of evolution.However, its determination in the main depends ruially upon a knowledgeof the distane to astronomi objets, suh as supernovae and variable starsin galati lusters, as determined from �standard andles� of known intrinsiluminosity.Primary among these �standard andles� are Type-Ia supernovae(SNae Ia) and Cepheid variables. SNae Ia outbursts (having spetra thatexhibit strong absorption near 6150 Å, attributed to Si II) originate eahtime a (arbon�oxygen) white dwarf star's mass is arried over the Chan-drasekhar limit by a mass-shedding ompanion. Thereby, the luminosityis essentially �xed to a de�nite value under e�etively equivalent physialonditions, staying high and onstant in time. However, suh outbursts areomparatively seldom and unforeseeable in advane. Cepheids onstitutethe most important lass of relatively high-mass (ranging from 3 to 20 solarmasses) variable stars, undergoing regular harateristi pulsations of in-tensity, due to periodi expansion/ontration yles in size, of periodiityranging from 1 to more than 100 days (the prototype, Æ Cephei, has a periodP = 5.37 days). The period's strit relationship to luminosity L (and theneto the intrinsi brightness, represented by the absolute magnitude M ) is em-bodied in the P�L relation, whih in turn (after some orretions are appliedfor the e�ets of e.g., dust absorption, reddening and metalliity) providesthe �distane modulus,� M�m, for the alibration of a distane sale whenthe observed brightness (the apparent magnitude m) has been determinedand the absolute magnitude M dedued (from a variety of methods, to bedesribed hereafter) The method was developed to high preision prinipallyby Hubble (who in 1925 used it to dedue the presene of galaxies beyondour own) and Sandage. Understandably, Sandage and the SST team have



248 E. Sheldonplayed a leading role in harnessing it to the determination of the Hubbleonstant to arrive [34℄ at the aforementioned value, H 0 = 58.5 � 6.3 kms�1 Mp�1. If one admits an appreiable �dark-energy� density and uses theparameters 
� = 0.7, 
m = 0.3 (orresponding to urrently-adopted valuesfor a �at universe with 
m + 
� = 1), the Hubble onstant inreases toH 0 = 60.9 � 2.0 km s�1 Mp�1, as shown by Parodi, Saha, Sandage andTammann [34, 55℄. The other prinipal group of investigators, the HSTKey Projet ollaboration, dedued [36℄ the somewhat higher value, H 0 =72 � 8 km s�1 Mp�1, by using a alibration through Cepheids that re-lies predominantly on long-period variables that are most a�eted by theP�L relation as proposed by Udalski et al. [56℄. We note in passing thatthe SST value for SNae Ia would be raised [35℄ to about H 0 = 67 km s�1Mp�1, losely ompatible with the Key Projet value, if the P�L relationof Udalski et al. were used together with the somewhat low Cepheid dis-tanes proposed by Gibson et al. [57℄ of the Key Projet group (leading toa diminution in the distane modulus for SNae Ia by 0.29 magnitudes, or byonly 0.23 magnitudes if the metalliity orretions of the Key group [36℄ areemployed). The SNae Ia approah an be used for distane determinationsout to about 400 Mp, urrently the highest remoteness measurable exeptfor gravitational-lensing methods.The di�erent seletions of SNae Ia and Cepheids, as well as the di�erentorretion proedures adopted by the di�erent groups in eah of the di�erentmethods aordingly led to di�erent end-results, as indiated in Table II. TheSST group demonstrated (in their Fig. 1 of Ref. [34℄) that their hoie of35 SNae Ia in the reession-veloity (�Hubble-�ow�, i.e., distane) range v= 1.2�30 Mm/se with reliably known, nonpeuliar B and V magnitudesm at maximum light provided an exellent �t to the Hubble diagram, oflog(v) versus orreted apparent magnitude, mmax. Of these, the 29-membersubset with �good� infrared Imax orreted magnitudes yielded a similarlyexellent math, with hardly any satter from linearity. The B,V,I slopes s�and interepts � likewise mathed losely for eah �-passband. With M �the absolute magnitude in eah ase, the value of the Hubble onstant ouldbe derived from the relationlog(H0) = s�M� + � + 5 : (1)In applying this to the aquired data, it is neessary only to measure M �for one (or, in pratie, a few) nearby SNae Ia. This luminosity alibra-tion, e�eted with the aid of the P�L relation for Large Magellani Cloud(LMC) Cepheids with the distane modulus taken as the onventional value(m�M)LMC = 18.50, led (for a ritial-density �at Universe with 
m = 1,
� = 0) to



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 249H0(B) = 60:3 � 2:0 ;H0(V ) = 60:1�1:8 andH0(I) = 60:0�2:8 km s�1Mp�1 ;or, when adjusted for the urrently favoured parameter hoie (
m = 0:3;
� = 0:7) to a mean value [55℄H0 = 60:9�2:0 km s�1Mp�1 : TABLE IINumbers of supernovae and Cepheids used for determination of the Hubble onstant andHubble time.Group [Ref.℄ Seondary tehnique Number Hubble onstant Hubble timeH0 (km s�1 Mp�1) 1/H0 (Gyr)SST [33,34℄ Type Ia supernovae (SNae Ia) 35 61� 2 16.0Clusters of galaxies 72 51� 6 19.1Tully�Fisher relation (T�F relation) 21 63� 5 15.5Other methods (Virgo distane) 31 56� 8 17.5Other methods (Coma distane) 10 66� 8 14.8Mean 59� 3 16.6[35℄ Combined (Tammann priv. omm.) 60� 6 16.3Key [35℄ Type Ia supernovae (SNae Ia) 36 71 r�2 s�6 13.8Tully�Fisher relation (T�F relation) 21 71 r�3 s�7 13.8Fundamental Plane (FP method) 11 82 r�6 s�9 11.9Surfae Brightness Flutuations (SBF) 6 70 r�5 s�6 14.0Type II supernovae (SNae II) 4 72 r�9 s�7 13.6Combined (Monte Carlo) 72 r�3 13.6r� denotes random error; s� denotes systemati error.The Key Projet [36℄ group, on the other hand, studied 36 SNae Ia andindependently derived Cepheid distanes to 7 galaxies that were hosts toSNae Ia. This led to their revising the distane sale and realibrating theP�L relation, thereby obtaining as a �nal resultH0 = 71 r�2 s�6 km s�1Mp�1 :Another method, pioneered in 1973 by Sandage and Hardy [58℄, uses �rst-ranked luster galaxies as standard andles. The SST group employed thisfor a set of 72 objets having v = 3.5�30 Mm/se and introdued furtherre�nements to the basi tehnique. However, inherent to this approah is an



250 E. Sheldonaurate knowledge of the distane to, e.g., the Virgo, Fornax and/or Comaluster of galaxies. With this aim, a separate investigation was mounted,making use of the Tully�Fisher (T�F) relation [59℄, whih is suited for dis-tane determination of spiral galaxies out to intermediate distanes (d �150 Mp).The T�F relation for the measurement of extragalati distanes restsupon the fat that the total luminosity (orreted for fae-on inlination)orrelates strongly with the maximum rotation veloity of the galaxy. Thelatest �ndings are listed in Table II for the SST and Key Projet groups;further details and the latest referenes are to be found in their reports[34,36℄.Akin to the situation for spiral galaxies, in whih the intrinsi luminos-ity is related to their rotational veloity in the T�F relation, for elliptialgalaxies there is a omparable relation between luminosity and the stellarveloity dispersion in the luster. Faber and Jakson [60℄ introdued a so-alled Fundamental Plane (FP), wherein a de�ned �e�etive� radius r e� fora given elliptial galaxy is strongly orrelated with the surfae brightnessI (r e�) within that radius and the entral veloity dispersion of that galaxy.The fundamental plane for early-type elliptial galaxies in 11 lusters withv = 1�11 Mm/se has been studied by Jørgensen, Franx and Kjaergaard[61℄; the results have been ombined with revised distane and metalliityalibrations by the Key Projet group (as the fundamental plane method ispartiularly suseptible to suh realibration), to obtain the overall ratherhigh value of the Hubble onstant [35℄,H0 = 82 r�6 s�9 km s�1Mp�1ited in Table II (with r� denoting random error and s� denoting systematierror). The ensuing rather short Hubble time, tH = 1/H 0 = 11.9 Gyr, isopen to dispute, as the intrinsi errors in this method may be appreiablyhigher than those in other tehniques.Higher internal preision is o�ered by the method of studying SurfaeBrightness Flutuations (SBF) developed by Tonry and Shneider [62℄, andTonry et al. [63, 64℄ for spiral and elliptial galaxies having a prominententral bulge. The underlying priniple rests upon the fat that the resolu-tion of stars within galaxies is distane dependent. By normalizing to themean total �ux, and orreting for the observed olour dependene, relativedistanes to galaxies an be measured and a alibration sale derived. So far,only 6 lusters, within the narrow range v = 3.8�5.8 Mm/se (in whih loal�ow veloities are appreiable), have proved suitable for preision analysis,as listed in Table II, but further investigations whih are urrently underwayhold onsiderable promise for this tehnique. A proedure for extrating a



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 251synthesis of data from FP and SBF surveys has latterly been put forwardby Blakeslee et al. [65℄.Alternatively, when restrited to age studies of stars solely in our MilkyWay (MW) galaxy, two powerful methods have been developed, based uponmodels of stellar evolution, whih at the very least provide a reliable indi-ation of a lower limit. Regarding metal-poor halo stars or globular lustersas the oldest objets in our MW galaxy, Chaboyer, Demarque, Kernan andKrauss [66℄ arried out an investigation of the 17 oldest globular lusterswith stellar evolution odes, taking into aount observational unertaintiesin the absolute magnitudes M of RR Lyrae variable stars to obtain a prob-ability distribution for the mean age of these systems. The lower bound forthe distribution (with 95% on�dene) proved to be 12.07 Gyr, the medianbeing 14.56 Gyr. This �gure was subsequently revised to thalo = 11.5 � 1.3Gyr by Chaboyer [67℄ on basing his estimate upon the absolute magnitudeof the main-sequene turn-o� in globular lusters in the Herzsprung�Russelldiagram, again making use of more re�ned stellar evolution models. A yetmore reently revised value for halo globular-luster mean age has beenited as thalo = 12.8 � 1 Gyr by Krauss [68℄, whih ompares well withpost-HIPPARCOS orreted ages of thalo = 12 � 1 Gyr and thalo = 11.8� 1.2 Gyr derived respetively by Reid [69℄ and Gratton et al. [70℄ frommain-sequene �tting analyses.In an anillary study by Oswalt et al. [71℄ of white-dwarf ooling ages(determined from their luminosities in a sample of the faintest loal whitedwarfs at the end of their evolutionary sequene) an age for MW loal diskstars was derived as tdisk = 9.5�0:8+1:1 Gyr. Again, this onstitutes essen-tially a lower limit, appliable solely to our own galaxy rather than to theensemble of galaxies in the Universe proper. For these, a broader view isneeded.One suh endeavour urrently being vigorously pursued involves studieswith type-II supernovae (SNae II). These are distinguished from type-I SNae(whose optial spetra are hydrogen-de�ient) by the marked presene of Hlines in their spetra. They annot be regarded as true �standard andles�as their luminosities vary over an appreiably wider range than those ofSNae Ia (and they are onsiderably fainter), but their outbursts (from oreollapse of massive supergiant stars) yield expanding atmospheres whosespetral time evolution an, with the aid of the Baade�Wesselink tehnique,provide an indiation of distane. The method is still in its developmentalstage, an interim result being listed in Table II. Indeed, even the light ehoof a supernova outburst observed in the surrounding interstellar mediumo�ers the potential to measure the Hubble onstant, as suggested by Sparkset al. [72, 73℄. If the position and the time of maximum polarization anbe determined, the distane an be derived from the geometry. Due to the



252 E. Sheldonrapid dimming of the eho's surfae brightness, the method is feasible onlywith the superior resolving power of the HST and probably annot extendout to the v > 5 Mm/se remoteness desirable for a large-sale measure-ment of H 0. In onnetion with the peuliar type-II supernova SN 1987A inthe LMC, it bears mentioning that an adjustment to the distane modulus(M�m)LMC of the Large Magellani Cloud to 18.58 � 0.05 (from its on-ventional value of 18.50) was proposed by Panagia [74℄ from a geometridistane measurement of the �uoresent ring around SN 1987A from ob-servations with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) and the HST.One notes also that some augmentation of the onventional value is indi-ated from alibrations of galati Cepheids with the astrometri satelliteHIPPARCOS, whih also suggest a somewhat larger distane to the LMC.Gravitational-lensing and Einstein-ring e�ets also o�er possibilities forinferring galati distanes and the Hubble onstant. So far, only one ap-pliation has been attempted, in whih Kohanek, Keeton and MLeod [75℄set an upper limit, H 0 < 60 km s�1 Mp�1, from observations of the quasarPG 1115+080, imaged fourfold. In this method, one the geometri on�gu-ration has been reonstruted, the partiulars an be alibrated by the timedelay between the light urves of the individual images to provide absolutedistanes, without any need to refer to Cepheids or any other variables. Suhgravitational lensing o�ers attrative prospets for the eluidation of H 0, 
and �, in addition to other osmologial details, but the tehnique is yet inits early stages and alls for further investigation and re�nement.The Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB), i.e., the �reli radiation�that originated some 300,000 years after the Big Bang during the deou-pling era when the Universe �rst beame transparent and that representsthe earliest measurable onstituent of the Universe also o�ers immense pos-sibilities for osmologial enquiry. The all-pervading CMB radiation, nowooled from its initial 3,000 K to the present 2.7277 � 0.002 K, is almostperfetly isotropi, with deviations from a Plankian spetrum smaller than300 parts per million [76℄. Anisotropies were �rst deteted a deade ago withthe Di�erential Mirowave Radiometer (DMR) of the Cosmi BakgroundExplorer (COBE) satellite [22�24℄; inluding measurements with the Far In-fraRed Absolute Spetrophotometer (FIRAS) on this satellite, a review ofthe COBE �ndings has been presented by Page and Wilkinson [77℄, indiat-ing among other data that the baryentre of the solar system has a veloityof 370 � 0.5 km/se. Taking into aount our motion around the entre ofour Milky Way galaxy, this translates to a motion of 620 � 20 km/se forour loal group of galaxies. A reent summary of urrent measurements ofthe power spetrum of CMB temperature variations for several experimentshas been shown in a �gure (ourtesy of M. Tegmark) that learly displaysthe �rst (meanwhile extended also to the seond and third [78℄) aousti



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 253peak (as evidene for a �at Universe with 
m = 0.35 and hene 
� �0.65) in the osmology review by Turner and Tyson [3℄. These most reentstudies, to be disussed later, also feature data from the BOOMERANG-98(aronym for Balloon Observations Of Millimetri Extragalati RadiationANd Geophysis) and MAXIMA-1 (Millimeter Anisotropy eXperIMent) bal-loon experiments. A disussion of the prospets for onstraining osmologywith the extragalati CMB temperature has reently been presented byLoSeo, Mathews and Wang [79℄, indiating that the urrent measurementunertainty (�T = �0.002 K) in the loal CMB temperature imposes in-trinsi limits on the use of suh measurements as a osmologial probe.The COBE data, ombined with X-ray data aquired by, e.g., theRöntgen satellite (ROSAT), an also yield information via analysis of theSunyaev�Zel'dovih (S�Z) e�et [80,81℄ on the Hubble onstant H 0 and evo-lution/age harateristis of galaxy lusters that are also X-ray emitters.The S�Z e�et betokens a slight distortion of the CMB spetrum (a dereaseat frequenies below 218 GHz and an inrease above 218 GHz, oasioninga frational derement in intensity at radio frequenies of order 10�4) dueto inverse Compton sattering of CMB photons o� the eletrons in the hot(� 10 keV) interluster gas. In Table I is inluded the result obtained withthis method by Reese et al. [42℄ for the two galati lusters MS 0451.6-0305and Cl 0016+16 at z = 0.55, namely H 0 = 63 r� 912 s� 21 km s�1 Mp�1(where r� represents the random error and s� the statistial error). A stillmore reent result is that by Mason, Myers and Readhead [74℄ for �ve galaxylusters in �at osmology, giving 
m = 0.35 � 0.05 in a standard Cold DarkMatter (�CDM) model: H 0 = 66 r� 1114 s� 15 km s�1 Mp�1.With brief mention of the suggestion by Herrnstein et al. [82℄ that ge-ometri measurements to dedue the distane to H2O masers orbiting asupermassive nuleus (presumed to be a blak hole) in the gas within an a-tive galaxy (NGC 4258) � there are urrently about 20 suh ases � mightyield a determination of H 0 as a by-produt, we onlude this subsetionand pass on to a onsideration of nuleohronology as a determinant of ageand evolution.4. Nuleohronometry and nuleohronologyJust as the survey in the previous setion supplements and updatesthat presented a deade ago at this Shool [27℄, so does the overview inthis �nulear-astrophysis� setion omplement that reviewed then, whenthe subjet was barely out of its infany. The use of nulear methods forage determination has now reahed a degree of sophistiation that might bedeemed to have matured to adolesene in dating and is still growing apae.



254 E. SheldonAttention is now in the main being direted to studies of nuleosynthesisby slow (s-proess) or rapid (r -proess) neutron apture in the early Uni-verse to form long-lived radioatively-unstable isotopes, followed by theirdeay to stable nulides. In the s-proess, bombardment of the target nu-leus by a moderate �ux of free neutrons is su�iently slow that almost anypossible �-deays of the produt neutron-rih nulei have time enough toour between suessive neutron aptures. The s-proess nuleosynthesisgenerally ours in helium fusion zones during the late quiesent stages ofstellar evolution, onsequently leading to an under -estimate of the evolu-tion age. By ontrast, in the r-proess large neutron �uxes overwhelm the�-deay transition rates and thereby feed the nulear isotopes out towardthe �neutron drip line� in a matter of seonds, whih thereafter graduallydeay bak toward the valley of �-stability after the neutron blast has ter-minated. There is still some dispute about the site and details of r-proessnuleosynthesis; of the leading suggestions, namely (i) neutrino-driven windsfrom forming neutron stars, (ii) magneti jets from ollapsing stellar ores,(iii) deompression of old neutron matter from neutron star mergers, and(iv) evolution of massive stars and SNae II, the two last-named urrentlyseem to be the most viable. Cowan et al. [84℄ provide a more expliit dis-ussion and reent referenes. In the seletion of nulides for nuleohronom-etry, it is those long-lived (half-life t1=2 �Gyr) radioative speies formed viathe r-proess whih have the most suitable harateristis. Of these, 187Re(t1=2 = 43.5 Gyr), 232Th (t1=2 = 14.05 Gyr), 235U (t1=2= 0.7038 Gyr), and238U (t1=2 = 4.468 Gyr) learly onstitute the most favourable andidateswhile others, suh as 40K (t1=2 = 1.277 Gyr), 87Rb (t1=2 = 47.5 Gyr), 138La(t1=2 = 105 Gyr) and 147Sm (t1=2 = 106 Gyr) are ruled out by a ombinationof fators, e.g., details of their nuleosynthesis are at present not su�ientlywell established, their spetra evine prohibitive ompliations and/or thehalf-life is inordinately long.4.1. 187Re nuleohronometryOf the above, 18775Re is at the upper end of the aeptable half-life rangeand has the added ompliation that the stable end-produt of its �� deay,18776Os, is also produed via an anillary non-radiogeni neutron-aptures-proess; moreover, the �-deay rate of 187Re in stellar environments israther autely sensitive to temperature (in hot stars, the atomi orbitalsopen up due to ionization, and onsequently the half-life is signi�antly re-dued). The nulear astrophysis has been studied by, e.g., Yokoi, Takahashiand Arnould [85, 86℄, who dedued that the method indiates the age of theMW galaxy to lie within the range tMW = 11�15 Gyr. Subsequent anal-yses by Meyer and Shramm [87℄ vindiated the use of 187Re as a reliable



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 255hronometer despite its astration, but in reognition of the inherent uner-tainties o�ered only an upper (model-independent) limit to the age of thegalaxy (tMW < 28.1 Gyr) derived therefrom. In a later paper, Clayton [88℄dedued an age-range tMW = 14�20 Gyr (an interesting sidelight is the fatthat the original suggestion for 187Re hronometry stemmed from Clayton[89℄ in 1964). Although the method has onsiderable potential and deservesgreater attention in the future, its intrinsi di�ulties have tended lately tosidestep its appliation in favour of Th and U nuleohronometry.4.2. Th nuleohronometryThe 14-Gyr half-life of 232Th also plaes it at the high end of the range ofsuitability for nuleohronometry (whereas 238U, with t1=2 = 4.468 Gyr is,admittedly, more suitable in this respet), but nevertheless it has yieldedexellent results, whih omplement and losely math those that ensuefrom uranium hronometry (disussed in Setion 4.3). Early studies ofstellar thorium hronometry based upon 90Th/60Nd abundanes as deter-mined from spetral analyses was undertaken in 1987 by Buther [90℄ andfollowed up by Morell et al. [91℄. However, the use of neodymium as ompar-ison element is handiapped by several fators, hief among them being thefat that its solar-system nuleosynthesis entails s- and r-proess involve-ment in roughly equal measure. The replaement of 60Nd by 63Eu (a 97%r-proess stable element in solar-system synthesis) is due to Pagel [92℄ andFran�ois et al. [93℄, who suggested omparing relative Th/Eu stellar abun-danes with solar abundanes. With the determination by Sneden et al. [94℄of the thorium abundane in the extremely metal-de�ient halo �eld starCS 22892-052 and its ratio to europium, the program of thorium-dating a-quired a momentum of its own. The theoretial r-proess abundane ratio ofTh/Eu = 0.51 served as the basis for suh analyses (a reent ompilation ofr-proess abundanes and hronometers in metal-poor stars has been assem-bled by Cowan et al. [95℄). From observations of the singly-ionized thorium4019.12 Å line in this star Sneden et al. dedued a lower limit to the age astCS22892�052 = 15.2 � 3.4 Gyr. Subsequently, Westin et al. [96℄ measuredthe thorium abundane for another highly metal-de�ient star, HD 115444,using theoretial preditions for prodution of Th and the stable elementsvia the r-proess; on ombining the age preditions for both these stars theyobtained an average age as t� = 15.6 � 4.6 Gyr [95, 96℄. With their modeland analysis, Westin et al. (ited by Truran et al. [97℄) determined theages of an additional four somewhat less metal-de�ient stars (HD 186478,HD 108577, BD +8Æ2548 and M92 VII-18) as 18.9, 10.1, 9.4 and 9.4 Gyr,respetively. These �ndings may be ompared with the respetive values(18.3, 9.8, 8.9 and 8.8 Gyr) derived (as also 11.2 Gyr for HD 115444) as



256 E. Sheldon�Case 4� results by Johnson and Bolte [98℄ from a di�erent analyti proe-dure. Furthermore, in the listing by Truran, Blinkes, Cowan and Sneden [97℄are inluded the two newer values by Sneden et al. [99℄ for CS 22892-052 andHD 11544 (as 16.8 and 14.4 Gyr, respetively), together with two results forstars K341 and K462 in M15, the globular luster in Pegasus, namely tK341= 14.4 Gyr and tK462 = 16.8 Gyr, attributed to Johnson and Bolte [98℄. Italso bears mentioning that Carretta et al. [100℄ estimated the age of M92, aglobular luster in Herules, as 12.5 Gyr based upon main-sequene turn-o�data. This is losely omparable with the average age of 14.5 � 2 Gyr whihSneden et al. [101℄ reently obtained for three stars in the Pegasus globularluster M15.Although other potentially possible hronologial ombinations, suh asTh/La or Th/Pt, have been suggested, the Th/Eu abundane method forage-determination of stars in our galaxy is at present the most viable. Ithas reahed a satisfatory stage of reliability, though some aspets still in-vite re�nement, partiularly in respet of the derivation of time-zero relativeabundanes and in the analysis of spetrosopi features (a ritique of uner-tainties in Th osmohronometry as of 1999 was published by Goriely andClerbaux [102℄). Currently, a spate of publiations, e.g., [103, 104, 105℄, pro-vides a wealth of details and updates to the observations and the proeduresemployed in this burgeoning �eld of investigation.The Th/Eu method has largely superseded the hronometry tehniquestudying the parent/daughter 232Th/238U pair whih was desribed in theprevious review [27℄ and whih has, to all intents and purposes, not beendeveloped further meanwhile although it still o�ers interesting opportunities,deserving of further attention.4.3. U nuleohronometryThe Th/Eu abundanes in the preeding method required omparisonof the stellar abundane with the solar abundane and extrapolation to theformation era. In the ase of uranium, however, this has not hitherto beenfeasible sine relative 238U abundanes were not known until very reentlyfor any star other than the Sun. With the identi�ation by Cayrel et al.[107℄ earlier this year of a weak absorption line at 3859.5 Å due to singly-ionized 238U in the near-ultraviolet spetrum of the faint (magnitude mV= 11.7) very metal-poor star CS 31082-001, an age determination alongsimilar lines beame possible. Using the new high-resolution resoures ofthe UVES spetrograph at the European Southern Observatory (ESO) VeryLarge Telesope (VLT) in Chile, the group was able in addition to this U IIline to detet fourteen 232Th lines (inluding the 4019.12 Å Th II line andten additional lines whih appear to be �rst detetions), as well as prominent



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 257Os and Ir lines, whih served in the derivation of U abundane ratios. Byombining these with r-proess prodution ratios, they were able to deduethe age of the halo �eld star: with the U/Th prodution ratio of Goriely andClerbaux [102℄ as 14.0 � 3.3 Gyr, whereas using that of Cowan et al. [95℄they arrived at an appreiably lower age (10.6 � 3.3 Gyr). For U/Os the ageresulted as 13.6 � 2.7 Gyr, while for U/Ir the age ensued as 11.8 � 2.5 Gyr(again using the prodution data of Cowan et al. [95℄). Stating that �Anyage between 11.1 and 13.9 Gyr is ompatible with the various determinationsassoiated with their error bars�, the authors take the median value 12.5 �3 Gyr as the best present estimate for the age of CS 31082-001.This is in exellent aord with the radiometri age of 12.6 � 2.6 Gyrited in the previous survey [27℄ for the result of the 235U/238U analyses. Italso tallies losely with �ndings by Rih [108℄ for the old stellar population ofthe entral bulge in our MW galaxy and with the 13-Gyr age of 47 Tuanae,obtained from reent HST/NICMOS data.It is noteworthy, too, that the ESO-VLT/UVES spetrosopy by Cayrelet al. [107℄ did not detet any U II line in the stars HD 115444 or HD 122563featured in the Th/Eu dating, even though it has atmospheri parametersand an iron abundane losely similar to those of CS 31082-001. Intensivehigh-resolution searhes are underway in the spetrosopy of HD 115444 andCS 22892-052, as well as other metal-poor stars in the halo (and the bulge)of the MW galaxy.If one admits of other mixed r-/s-proesses in nuleohronometry, thenthe suggestion of Cowan, Thielemann and Truran [109℄, proposing 206Pb/238Uor 207Pb/235U dating studies bears onsideration, as would also [110, 111℄the pure s-proess pair 176Lu/176Hf, albeit ompliated by branhing andtemperature-sensitivity. With the present pae of progress in this �eld, de-velopments an be antiipated on an almost weekly basis: any review suhas this rapidly beomes outdated. In this Golden Age of osmology, newdata, observations, disoveries and ideas follow so rapidly upon one anotherthat, at best, one an endeavour only to keep up with urrent trends. Inthe following setion, an attempt to sketh the present status by way of aursory overview is presented.5. Reent developments and trends in osmology5.1. The Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB),anisotropy, in�ation and reionizationObservational data in the earliest history of the Universe an be gleanedonly from the time of the deoupling epoh (some 300,000 years after theBig Bang) when the reli radiation separated from the matter ontent andfollowed its own evolutionary path to beome the present Cosmi Mirowave



258 E. SheldonBakground (CMB). The identi�ation of anisotropy (at the 10Æ angular res-olution level) in the urrent CMB from the COsmi Bakground Explorer(COBE) satellite's half-dozen Di�erential Mirowave Radiometers (DMR)provided the inontrovertible evidene of struture [22�24℄, supporting adia-bati in�ationary models [112, 113℄ for the generation and growth of density�utuations in the early Universe [114�117℄.Suh density �utuations manifest themselves as minute �utuations inthe di�erential temperature and (albeit only at onsiderably �ner resolu-tion) are able to provide vital information on the plasma harateristis ofthe early Universe in the train of in�ation, as well as disriminating be-tween in�ationary models and determining the urvature of the Universe.The plasma osillations of the CMB resemble soundlike �throbbing� of om-pressional/rarefational waves in power; onsequently the power spetrum,translated in terms of a spherial-harmoni series, displays a sequene of�aousti peaks� in a plot of the squared harmoni oe�ients versus themultipole order l. These are a measure of the mean square spatial tempera-ture �utuation (�variane�) at angular separations near 180Æ/l. As the an-gular resolution grows ever-�ner, the standard in�ationary senario requiresa pattern of ever-diminishing aousti peaks. The 10Æ resolution of COBElaked the �nesse to show this pattern learly, and even when supplementedby later data from balloon observations of the CMB was able to display onlythe �rst peak with hints of a seond peak (appreiably lower than expeted).The latter 1998 balloon launhes were BOOMERANG-98, launhed fromthe MMurdo site at the South Pole [118, 119℄, and MAXIMA-1, launhedfrom the US National Sienti� Balloon Faility at Palestine, Texas [120℄.Subsequent expanded analysis [121℄ of the BOOMERANG-98 data showedbetter traes of the aousti peaks at l = 210, 540 and 840 and produedan essentially unhanged (but improved) result for the baryon density, 
b =(0.022 � 0.004)h�2, yielding a total density 
tot = 1.02 � 0.06. Likewise, ahigh-resolution reanalysis of the MAXIMA-1 measurements by Stompor etal. [122℄, ombined with COBE-DMR data, provided similar results, namely
b = (0.0325 � 0.0125)h�2 and 
tot = 0.9 � 0.17. In this onnetion, men-tion should also be made of the onstraints and �ndings from MAXIMA-1data on osmologial data in the analysis by Balbi et al. [123℄, who de-termined 
b = (0.03 � 0.01)h�2 and 
tot = 1.0�0:30+0:15, together witha density of old dark matter of 
CDM = (0.2�0:1+0:2)h�2; moreover, atthe 95% on�dene level they determined limits for the matter density and�-density respetively as 
m = 0.25�0.50 and 
� = 0.45�0.75. Attentionis also drawn to the reent paper by Kaplinght and Turner [124℄ dealingwith the latest developments in preision osmology as they pertain to thedensity of baryons in the Universe.



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 259With these more-stringently analyzed measurements, augmented by fur-ther data from the ground-based DASI (Degree Angular Sale Interferome-ter) at the South Pole [125, 126℄ the harmoni power spetrum, extendingfrom l � 100�900, displayed a yet more onvining series of �rst, seondand third aousti peaks. To augment the studies of these CMB anisotropyexperiments urrently in progress, two satellite missions are now underway:namely, NASA's Mirowave Anisotropy Probe (MAP) [127℄, launhed su-essfully on June 30 for loation at the �xed L2 Lagrangian point, 1.5 Gmantiskyward from Earth, desribing Lissajous orbits. MAP has dual mi-rowave dishes, apable of angular resolution from 13 armin to 1Æ at fre-quenies ranging from 22 to 90 GHz. This, together with the European SpaeAgeny's Plank projet [128℄, due for launh in 2007, will allow the powerspetrum to be determined with highest preision to extend well beyondl = 1000.Before going on to disuss the �ndings and impliations in greater detail,it is interesting to note the observation of Miller et al. [129℄ that the �rstaousti peak, loalized to l =216 � 14, was already evident in the data ofthe balloon-borne QMAP experiment ombined with the Cerro Too, ChileMAT/TOCO ground-based (5200-m altitude!) measurements and plaesonstraints [79℄ upon sustainable osmologial parameters (as indiated inTable I).As stated, the evidene strongly substantiates [46℄ a �at-Universe model.As Linde [112℄ points out, far from neessarily foring the Universe to be ho-mogeneous throughout, even on the largest sales, in�ation as now visualizedan produe loal homogeneity but, on the broadest sales, pronouned inho-mogeneity ! In the simplest versions of in�ationary theory, the Universe isregarded, not as a single exploding ball produed in the Big Bang, but ratherin a fratal sense as many in�ating, expanding balls, whih in turn produenew balls, ad in�nitum. Our own observable Universe onstitutes but one ofthese bubbles, in whih the brief (� 10�32 se) in�ationary period of expo-nential expansion by a fator of more than 1026 smoothed out the originalinhomogeneities by a fator of 101;000;000;000;000 but whih nonetheless stillmanifests a bubble struture in the large-sale distribution of astronomi ob-jets. This is evident in the �Great Wall� and �Stikman� features identi�edin the Geller�Huhra survey [130℄ and, with ever-inreasing larity, in thethree-dimentional SDSS deep-�eld 2dF Survey [30℄ whih up to the presenthas assembled preision measurements of some 14 million astronomi ob-jets (inluding the detailed spetra of 50,000 galaxies and 5,000 quasars, itsultimate goal extending to 100,000 quasars). A paper by Perival et al. [131℄indiates that the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey has now measured in exessof 160,000 redshifts; analysis of the power spetrum of the galaxy distribu-tion yielded values at 68% on�dene limits of the matter density as 
m =



260 E. Sheldon(0.20 � 0.03)h�1 and of the �baryon fration� as 
b /
m = 0.15 � 0.07,assuming sale-invariant primordial �utuations.The quantum proess of partile reation in a self-regenerating in�ation-ary senario for an open Universe entails one-�eld or two-�eld models ofhaoti in�ation (see, e.g., Hawking and Turok [132℄ or Barvinsky [133℄ andthe review by Garia�Bellido [134℄). However, all of these models have runinto di�ulties whih are urrently being addressed. Of ourse, the theoryof reheating of the Universe after in�ation is a vitally important appliationof the quantum theory of partile reation, as almost all the material of theUniverse was reated during this proess. A detailed disussion is o�eredby Linde [112℄ among others, and it is antiipated that a onsistent andsatisfatory aount will be rendered in the foreseeable future. The text byLiddle and Lyth [135℄ provides an exellent reent presentation of osmologi-al in�ation and large-sale struture of the Universe in the form of a ritialexamination of its evolution. Another epoh that is urrently muh understudy is the period of reionization. The �nding of a Gunn-Peterson troughaused by neutral hydrogen in the intergalati medium in the spetrum ofthe z = 6.28 quasar by Beker et al. [32℄ suggests that the mean ionizingbakground along the line of sight to this quasar (as ompared with thatfor somewhat lower-z quasars) has delined signi�antly from z � 5 to 6,and the Universe approahes the reionization epoh at z�6. Doroshkevihand Dubrovih [136℄ have reently disussed observational tests for the pe-riod of reionization and in partiular onsider negative intensity pathes inangular variations of the CMB to be an important probe thereof. The mainaomplishment, nonetheless, remains the on�rmation of a �at Universeand thereby the density-parameter ondition that 
m + 
� = 1.5.2. Aelerated expansion of the UniverseOf equal signi�ane to osmology is the lear indiation that after a pro-longed period of deelerated expansion [49℄ to around one-half of its presentage, the Universe entered, some 5 Gyr ago, upon a phase of aeleratedexpansion [21, 45℄ as the osmologial onstant � (or �dark energy� or itssalar �eld, �quintessene�) took hold and dominated over matter energy.The redit for establishing this radial revision in osmologial preeptsrests with two prinipal ompeting groups investigating SNae Ia, namelythe High-z Supernova Searh Team of Riess et al. [18℄ and the SupernovaCosmology Projet of Perlmutter et al. [20℄. Both groups had found andmeasured the near infra-red spetra of several dozen supernovae out to mod-erately high redshift-distane (z � 0.3�0.9), �nding lear indiations that thefarthest SNae were fainter than would orrespond to deelerating, or evenoasting, osmi expansion (the apparent magnitudes of SNae beyond z �



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 2610.6, plotted versus the redshift in a Hubble diagram lay distintly higherthan would orrespond to deelerating or oasting expansion). The issuewas linhed by the disovery [19℄ of the farthest known supernova of typeIa, SN 1997� at z = 1.7 � 0.1, whih had serendipitously been reorded in�ne detail by the HST infrared amera, NICMOS at the same time as thebrief outburst had been monitored by the HST Wide-Field Planetary Cam-era, WFPC-2. This on�rmed that the surprising faintness of SNae in the z� 0.4�0.9 region ould not have been due to some peuliar intergalati greydust or simple luminosity evolution (or low metalliity in early epohs of starformation), but had to be interpreted as the aelerated �ight of a �stan-dard andle� that had been ignited in the earliest epoh of star formation.After some 5�8 Gyr of deelerated expansion, the Hubble �ow hanged toaelerated expansion as the �dark energy� represented by the osmologial�onstant� outweighed the matter energy. The notion of a time-dependent �had been advaned prior to these �ndings (see, e.g., the review by Overduinand Cooperstok [137℄ and referenes therein); a reent paper by Novello,Barelos-Neto and Salim [138℄, following these developments, now puts for-ward an expliit model for a spaetime-dependent � that o�ers a mehanismfor possible quantum behaviour at the early stages of the Universe.The question of whether measurements of luminosity distane to SNae Iafrom high-preision missions suh as SNAP [139℄ an probe the equation ofstate of �dark energy� has been posed by Astier [140℄, who noted that if darkenergy is modelled by a salar �eld, its equation of state will in general varywith time and be related to the potential of the �eld. Conluding that witha su�iently aurate value of the matter density 
m (whih, in priniple,might be derived from large-sale weak lensing in the SNAP satellite missionitself) as a prior, onservative estimates for high statistis in the data wouldo�er good prospets for the determination of the dark energy equation ofstate and exellent diagnosti riteria. Along similar lines, Weller and Al-breht [141℄ have examined the feasibility of using suh enhaned data sets todisriminate among di�erent dark-energy theories (inluding, for instane,the supergravity SUGRA model) with a view to deriving universally aept-able hypotheses for the nature of dark energy, dark matter and supergravity.This will be explored further in the next subsetion.5.3. Dark serets: dark energy and dark matterDark energy di�ers from matter in being intrinsially relativisti, homo-geneous and all-pervasive (rather than lumping like matter). In its equationof state relating its pressure p to its density � via the relation p = w�, theonstant of proportionality w has di�erent harateristis aording to thephysial model used in the desription of suh dark energy as the �driver� ofaelerated expansion: e.g., w = �1 for vauum energy (as expressed by the



262 E. Sheldonosmologial onstant �); w lies between �1 and +1 (and is time-varying)for a rolling salar �eld, while w = �N=3 for a network of (string-like) frus-trated topologial defets of dimension N in multidimensional spaetime.Thus, the determination of w (and testing its time-variability) onstitutesa primary goal of urrent osmologial enquiry. Vishwakarma [142℄ has ex-amined various dark-energy models in the light of the SN 1997� outburst,rejeting some as inommensurate with the data while retaining the above-mentioned alternatives. At z � 1.7, the SN 1997� supernova event ourredin the early Universe before the era of �-dominane while the expansion ofthe osmos was still slowing down due to gravity. Beause of its remote-ness, SN 1997� urrently represents the best objet for investigation of thistortuous (and torturous!) subjet. In a brief ritial study of the topi,Turner [44℄ also onluded that distant SNae o�er the best possibilities forresolution of this question, while admitting the likelihood that new physismight well be engendered by its pursuit. Indeed, in a later synopsis [143℄ hesummarized the urrent situation admirably: �A suessor to the standardhot big-bang osmology is emerging. It greatly extends the highly suessfulhot big-bang model. A key element of the New Standard Cosmology is darkenergy, the ausative agent for aelerated expansion. Dark energy is justpossibly the most important problem in all of physis. The only laboratoryup to the task of studying dark energy is the Universe itself.�Hand in hand with the task of establishing the nature of dark energyis the problem of DM, whih, of ourse, has appreiable attrative gravi-tational mass. A reent symposium [16℄ was devoted to this topi and atorrent of publiations ontinues to issue with the aim of eluidating thedisrepany between observed (luminous) matter and invisible gravitatingmatter. This long-standing problem was �rst raised by Zwiky in 1933:in large spiral galaxies the rotation rate of ionized atomi hydrogen louds(H II regions) remains onstant radially (likewise that of satellite galaxiesout to large distanes from the galati entres), implying that the enlosedmass inreases with radius well beyond the distane at whih no more starsare seen. This observation also holds for elliptial galaxies and is partiularlyogent for dwarf galaxies, whih are totally dominated by dark matter, orfor lusters of galaxies, in whih the rotation urves again �atten out withradial distane, without evidene of dispersion. The baryon density (listedin Table I) learly indiates that a frational omponent of the dark mat-ter has to be baryoni [144, 145℄. Yet that alone is altogether insu�ientto aount for the dark matter at large sales (the baryoni density inferredfrom nuleosynthesis is far too small by roughly a fator of 6), as the COBE,et. data reveal. It may even be that a laim [146℄ of a �rst sighting of anew kind of �old� white dwarf in the MW galati halo might persuasivelyaount for objets able to provide for up to one-third of the dark matter in



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 263the Universe (albeit hotly disputed, as past laims, e.g., by groups suh asthe MACHO Collaboration, were subsequently disproved). The low surfaetemperature (< 4500 K) of the newly-disovered �old� white-dwarf speiesis deemed to indue interating hydrogen moleules in the stellar atmosphereto temporarily take on moleular moments in the aftermath of intermole-ular ollisions, thereby ausing them to absorb light more strongly at mostoptial wavelengths and thus appear ultra-faint. At one extreme, andidatesfor dark matter inlude Massive Compat Halo Objets (MACHOs) whileat the other extreme are Weakly Interating Massive Partiles (WIMPs),possibly �Hot� Dark Matter (HDM) neutrinos, whih one were in thermalequilibrium and have suh slight mass that they move ultra-relativistially,or heavy neutrinos (right-handed eletron neutrinos have reently been sug-gested as long-lived, superheavy dark matter [147℄), or, more likely, the neu-tralinos postulated in SUperSYmmetri (SUSY) theory whih, although theytoo were one in thermal equilibrium, have su�ient mass to have ausedthem to slow down in the meantime to low veloities and thereby onstituteold dark matter. Also urrently in favour are other exoti CDM partiles,suh as axions (extremely light, but never in thermal equilibrium, havingbeen formed in very old onditions), or possibly free-�oating lumped mat-ter of planetary mass. Tentative evidene for the latter in one of the MWgalaxy's halo globular lusters has reently been addued by Sahu et al.[148℄ from gravitational mirolensing studies. A method of probing galaxyhalos for DM substruture in the form of lumps of material surroundingremote quasars using ompound gravitational lensing, in whih only a smallfration of the lens surfae density is ontained within the subhalos, hasbeen proposed by Metalf and Madau [149℄. This has to be distinguishedfrom onventional gravitational lensing, as aused by stars in the lens galaxy,sine in ompound lensing the density is not isotropi. A signature of theompound-type lensing is the harateristi distortion of the lensed imageson milli-arseond sales due to the topography of the substruture in thelens.So far, no onvining evidene has been addued either for MACHOs(despite searhes sine 1992 by at least four prinipal groups: the Anglo-Amerian MACHO ollaboration, the DUO and EROS teams, and the Eu-ropean OGLE projet) or for WIMPs (e.g., by the EDELWEISS ollabora-tion [150℄). Moreover, very low-mass (mini-)blak holes (BHs) annot formthe bulk of dark matter, as they would evaporate through Hawking radiationand yield harateristi high-energy gamma-ray emission. It has also beendemonstrated [151℄ from a ombination of EROS and MACHO mirolensingresults in the diretion of the LMC that the mass region from 10�7 to 10�1solar masses is exluded from the set of andidates for DM in the galaxyhalo. This inludes mini-BHs and brown dwarfs. It is true that, by this ri-



264 E. Sheldonterion, primordial BHs of a solar mass or more ould behave as Cold DarkMatter (CDM), but the likelihood is very slight.Notwithstanding, gravitationally-attrative CDM of some kind remainsthe urrent favourite in a model that also admixes (repulsive) dark energyin a omposite �CDM model. Whatever be the atual nature of the CDM,the partiles annot move far enough to damp perturbations on small sales;hene struture arises by �oagulation from the bottom up� beginning at red-shifts z � 2�4 with the formation of galaxies and their subsequent assemblyinto galati lusters and super-lusters.Of the present, very �uid, situation one an say only that the stage hasbeen set and the �CDM model in its various guises, having performed itsde�nitive Cold, Dark, Mysterious role in the universal drama of osmologywhile under intense ritial srutiny, is now at last moving entre-stage intothe spotlight of identi�ation and reognition to reeive its due alaim.6. Nulear astrophysisThere an be no doubt that, at least in part but not in its entirety, darkmatter inludes baryoni (CDM) and neutrinoi (HDM) omponents. If thebulk of the DM onsists of reli partiles, suh as neutralinos, axions orneutrinos, all of whih by their very nature have extremely weak interationwith matter and thus are immensely hard to detet, they should be evidentin our MW galati halo and have a loal mass density on the order of 10�21kg m�3. Searhes for neutralinos of mass 10�500 GeV or halo axions of mass10�6�10�5 eV are urrently underway, without onvining results as yet.6.1. The role of neutrinos in osmologyAs for neutrinos, the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) group [25℄and the SuperKamiokande (S-K) ollaboration [26℄ have now unambigu-ously established that quantum osillations [152℄ oasion mixing of neu-trino �avours (between eletron, �e, muon, ��, and taon, �� , speies). Thisenabled mass to be assigned (very approximately) to eah of these varieties:m(�e) � 3 � 10�5 eV, m(��) � 3 � 10�3 eV, and m(�� ) � 10�1 eV. Aframework for uni�ation of the three neutrino speies has been proposedby Chankowski, Ioannisian, Pokorski and Valle [153℄, suggesting that theneutrino masses and mixings observed at low energies ombine into a verysimple form at some high mass-energy sale. Suh �uni�ation� mass annotbe the Plank mass, as the neutrino masses would be too small to aount forthe atmospheri neutrino anomaly, but would most likely lie in the eV range,with neutrino mass splittings indued by renormalization e�ets assoiatedwith SUSY thresholds.



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 265Interestingly, a four-neutrino sheme has been put forward by Caldwelland Mohapatra [154℄ and Peltoniemi and Valle [155℄ invoking a sterile neu-trino, �s, as the fourth member. In this, �e ! �s deay was postulatedto aount for the solar �e de�it, while the �� and �� remaining heaviermembers of the � family served as onstituents of hot dark matter. Ex-panding upon this, Caldwell, Mohapatra and Yellin [156℄ have shown thatremanent di�ulties with the three-neutrino sheme an be removed underthe aegis of superstring (brane) theory involving a large extra dimensionto aommodate 5-dimensional Kaluza-Klein osillation modes. The solarexperiments suggest a dimensional size of � 6 � 10�5 m for this, the e�etof whih should be disernible by dips in the SNO spetrum and by gravityexperiments. However, Berezinsky [157℄ has arried out a further analysisof the ombined SNO and S-K data, onluding that osillation to sterileneutrinos is exluded at the 3.54 � level (while at this level of on�dene,osillation to ative neutrinos is on�rmed, albeit with some reservations).In addition to these attempts toward resolving the �solar neutrino prob-lem� and assoiated di�ulties, the models have lear relevane to os-mology. Thus, Mbonye [158℄ has explored the dynamis of neutrinos ina vauum-dominated osmology, �nding that a phase would be indued inthe propagation of a massive neutrino, and that delay would ensue in their�ight-times ompared to those in null �elds. With the presently observedbakground vauum energy density both e�ets beome non-trivial for neu-trino soures further away than � 1.5 Gp, o�ering the means for indepen-dent onstraints on the dark energy density and the deeleration parameterto be established.Furthermore, Kirilova and Chizhov [159℄ have reently reviewed osmo-logial nuleosynthesis under inlusion of neutrino osillations. In their sur-vey, they identi�ed spei� e�ets and examined the importane of thesein the primordial prodution of 4He (they also updated the quantitativeosmologial onstraints on ative/sterile neutrino osillation parameters).6.2. Nulear astrophysisPrimordial nuleosynthesis-yields play a entral role in osmology as theypertain to the evolution of the Universe. Of relevane to the previous sub-setion is the determination of the primordial 4He prodution relative tohydrogen, YP , sine when the baryon density 
b is known (f. Table I andbelow), the number of light-neutrino speies is pinned down [160℄ to being 3(atually, if YP < 0.25, then N � < 3.4 on the basis of baryon density inferredfrom measurements [161℄ of the primordial deuterium abundane).



266 E. SheldonSome of the urrent quests in nulear astrophysis have been desribedand disussed in the omprehensive review by Käppeler, Thielemann andWiesher [162℄, as well as at the present Shool. Big-Bang Nuleosynthe-sis (BBN) during the �rst 3 minutes of the Universe entailed a sequene ofnulear reations that produed the light elements 2D, 3;4He and 7Li; theirabundane pattern as a funtion of the baryon density �b onstitutes a sen-sitive test of the Standard Model. In partiular, the abundane of 2D is verysensitive to the density of baryons, and measurements [161, 47℄ of the deu-terium abundane in louds of hydrogen at high redshift have pinned downthe baryon density to 10% preision as 
b = (0.020 � 0.002)h�2. Moreover,O'Meara et al. [163℄ have measured the D/H abundane ratio in absorption-line systems toward QSO's and thene found the baryon density to be 
b =(0.0205 � 0.0018)h�2, while the baryon-to-photon ratio was determined as� = (5.6 � 0.5)�10�10.One of the long-standing puzzles, posed by Sakharov [164℄, that has notyet been satisfatorily resolved is the baryon asymmetry of the Universe:why are there pratially no antibaryons? The asymmetry implies that inthe early Universe there existed only one extra quark per approximatelyone billion quark-antiquark pairs. Sakharov propounded three onditionsthat have to be satis�ed at a ertain early stage of evolution for this toarise: (i) baryon number, B, must not be onserved; (ii) thermodynamiequilibrium must not exist, and (iii) CP -symmetry must be broken. Inpriniple, these ould be ful�lled by the Standard Model [165℄, inasmuh as(i) a nonperturbative mehanism exists for B-violation; (ii) thermodynamiequilibrium may be strongly violated if the eletroweak phase transition is of1st order; (iii) the CP -violating phase in the Cabbibo�Kobayashi�Maskawamatrix allows for CP -violation [2℄. However, the requirement of a small-mass Higgs boson (mH < 50 GeV) for the neessary onditions to be satis�edhas meanwhile been ruled out by the �nding at LEP-II that mH > 95 GeV.It still remains possible [2℄ within the Minimal Supersymmetri StandardModel (MSSM) framework [166℄ that if the mass of one of the partners ofthe t-quark, namely the right t-squark, be reasonably small, mtS < 175 GeV,and the mass of the lightest Higgs boson also be limited to m lH < 115 GeV,then the Sakharov riteria may apply. This, or any other more ompliatedextension of the Standard Model designed to provide eletroweak generationof the baryon asymmetry, remains to be tested in future investigations.With this brief overview of some aspets of nulear astrophysis relevantto osmology, it is neessary, within spae limitations, to pass on to onsid-erations of some of the more speulative ventures in this domain, suh asstring and superstring developments.



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 2676.3. SUSY, supergravity, osmi strings and the New PhysisAs Kane [167℄ has indiated, by last year more than 10,000 papers onsupersymmetry had been published, and by now this number has well-nighdoubled as the New Physis has taken hold. This inludes GUTs, uni�-ation, Higgs and MSSM physis (with suh super-partners as neutralinos,sneutrinos, axions, gravitinos, winos, zinos, et.), the hierarhy problem,proton deay, and so on. Kane has edited a fairly omprehensive up-to-dateoverview [168℄ whih surveys the salient features of SUSY. The Proeedings[169℄ of an international onferene in 2000 elebrating 30 years of the de-velopment of SUSY also provide an exellent perspetive and many relevantdetails. Exiting new developments are antiipated in this �eld as exper-iments with high-energy aelerators and theoretial advanes shed freshlight upon urrent views of the Universe, from the minuteness of the Planksale to the immensity of its outermost reahes.As for string and superstring theory (or, more generally, M-brane the-ory), a brief survey of the struture of osmi strings has reently beenpresented by Peter [170℄. As he points out, topologial defets in general,and osmi strings in partiular, are among the most important preditionsof Grand Uni�ed Theories (GUTs). They may well be partly responsiblefor the �utuations of the CMB [171℄ and for the formation of large-salestrutures in the osmos, as also for other osmologial phenomena. Evenmore hallenging is the oneivable prospet of osmi strings arrying aurrent, as vorties (�vortons�) an then be formed, whih under suitableonditions might be responsible for ertain high-energy osmi rays. In thisonnetion, the nature and detetion of ultra-high energy osmi radiationhas been surveyed in an Essay Review by Sheldon [172℄, inluding the sug-gestion of �strangelets� (baryon-like agglomerates of Strange Quark Mattermade up of an equal number of up (u-), down (d-), and strange (s-) quarksas a MACHO onstituent of CDM, proposed by Edward Witten in 1984 andreviewed in this Shool by Rybzynski, Wlodarzyk and Wilk.Quantum string osmology has also been onsidered by Dabrowski [173℄,inluding an examination of super-in�ation senarios in the early Universe.Hogan [174℄ has addressed the question of �why the Universe is just so�within the ontext of GUTs and the anthropi priniple. The �ne tuningrequired by the presently-observed irumstanes remains an intriguing hal-lenge for eluidation.In a di�erent vein, Tye and Wasserman [175℄ have investigated a 3-brane-world solution in 5-dimensional spaetime to the osmologial onstant prob-lem (�� numerially many orders of magnitude smaller than expeted withinthe ontext of ordinary gravity and quantum �eld theory�). In their model,� beomes exponentially small (ompared to other sales) for two parallel3-branes separated by an (expanding) distane L. In an extension of these



268 E. Sheldonideas, they even raise the notion of a multibrane senario in whih the sep-aration distanes between branes play the roles of various salar �elds (e.g.,the separation between two nearby branes may play the role of an in�aton[176, 177℄ while the separation between two far-apart branes may assumethe role of a quintessene �eld [178℄).A report by Albreht, Burgess, Ravndal and Skordis [179℄ examines theosmologial impliations of brane-world senarios having large (� mm!) ex-tra dimensions. In suh super-dimensioned models, moduli like the �radion�appear to be extremely light, with a mass of order 10�33 eV, allowing themto play the role of the light salar of quintessene models. The report on-siders favourable and unfavourable aspets of suh models that pertain tothe eras following nuleosynthesis and desribe the features that have to besatis�ed in pre-nuleosynthesis epohs of osmology.Brax and Davis [180℄ have anayzed brane-world singularities, emphasiz-ing the ase of N=2 supergravity in singular spaes, unbroken and viable inthe bulk but broken in the brane-world. The breaking of SUSY produesa brane-world metri of the Friedmann�Robertson�Walker type with an a-eleration parameter q0 = �4=7 and an equation-of-state proportionalityfator w = �5=7. It again turns out here too that exquisitely-�ne tuning isrequired in the amount of SUSY breaking, but a study of the naked singu-larities inherent in self-tuned branes or the supergravity in singular spaesrenders the model reasonable and leads to a natural osmologial evolutionof the Universe with a late stage of aeleration and a osmologial onstantonsistent with the latest experimental �ndings.These rushed and all-too-ursory glimpses of urrent ativity in a thriving�eld of researh an provide only a smattering of the developments at theforefront of sienti� investigation in our day. This beautiful Universe ofours provides enormous sope for imaginative, intelletual, intensive enquiry;there is still so muh that remains to be eluidated and, best of all, so verymuh to provoke and stimulate our sense of awe and wonder.Very appreiative thanks are expressed to the Physis-Astronomy andthe Radli�e Siene Libraries of Oxford University for their assistane andexellent failities made available to this Aademi Visitor. Also, gratefulaknowledgements are due for valuable disussions, reprints and preprintsgenerously provided by John Cowan, Wendy Freedman, Mariusz Dabrowski,Subir Sarkar, Joe Silk and Gustav Tammann in the ourse of preparing thisreview. Last, but by no means least, my feliitations to the Diretor andOrganizers of this XXVIIth Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis for their kindinvitation to partiipate and for the herished opportunity to share oneagain in the stimulus of being in Poland and pondering on this sublimeUniverse.



Reent Developments in Cosmology and Nuleohronometry 269Note added in proof:The Amerian�Australian MACHO Projet group have just announed [181℄the �rst reliable mirolensing evidene for a possible MACHO in our galaxyof a very faint red dwarf star in the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC) in aPublished Letter entitled Diret Detetion of a Mirolens in the Milky Way.This observation was gleaned from an 8-year study of more than ten millionstars in the LMC galaxy, monitoring their brightness, time-variability andspetra, to amass data from a ombination of VLT studies at the MountStromlo Observatory in Australia and the Hubble Spae Telesope. Thesurvey results so far indiate that between 8 and 50 perent of the baryonimass of our Galati halo is in the form of MACHOs. Insofar as baryoniMACHOs of planetary mass are onerned, it bears noting that to date some80 extrasolar planets have been deteted by Doppler-shift studies of the wob-ble of their parent stars, sine the �nding in 1995 by Mayor and Queloz [182℄of suh a body irling 51 Peg with a 4.23-day period at a radius of 0.051 a.u.(astronomi units) [183℄. Of these 80, at least one irles a star (47 UrsaeMajoris) in our own Milky Way galaxy at a radius of 2.1 a.u. and witha period of 1098 days [184℄ (indeed, it may be supplemented by a seondorbiting planet with a period of 2594 days at a radius of 3.73 a.u.). Anotherinstane of a multiplanet system is that around Upsilon Andromedae, whihhas 3 on�rmed planets orbiting with 4.6170, 241.2 and 1266.6 days, respe-tively, with semiminor axis values of 0.059, 0.83 and 2.50 a.u. Another veryinteresting reent �nding [185℄ has been that of an extrasolar planet thathas an atmosphere ontaining sodium (among other elements still being an-alyzed); it orbits the star HD 209458 with a period of 3.5 days. In additionto the above, there are at least two on�rmed planetary systems orbitingpulsars (viz. PSR 1257 + 12 and PSR B1620�26) and at least one extra-solar multiplanet system. For the latest information on extrasolar planets,an exellent soure is The Extrasolar Planets Enylopaedia maintained byShneider [186℄. More �ndings are expeted to follow.REFERENCES[1℄ M.J. Disney, Gen. Relativ. Gravitation 32, 1125 (2000).[2℄ V.A. Rubakov, Sov. Phys.-Usp. 42, 1193 (1999)[Usp. Fiz. Nauk 169, 1299(1999)℄.[3℄ M.S. Turner, J.A. Tyson, Rev. Mod. Phys. 71, S145 (Centenary 1999).[4℄ W.L. Freedman, Phys. Sr. T85, 37 (2000).[5℄ J. Silk, Nul. Phys. B Pro. Suppl. 95, 3 (2001), Ref. [17℄, p. 3.[6℄ L. Bergström, A. Goobar, Cosmology and Partile Astrophysis, Wiley,Chihester 1999.
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